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Ten Frames Word Problems

                       1.
 Mary has 7 apples. She gives 3 
apples to her friend. How many 
   apples does Mary have left? 

                       2.
 There are 10 cookies on a plate. 
Timmy eats 2 cookies. How many 
  cookies are left on the plate? 

                         3.
 John has 8 marbles. He gave away 
3 marbles to his sister and then 
found 2 more. How many marbles 
          does John have now? 

                      4.
Ava found 8 seashells on the 
beach, and her brother found 2 
seashells. How many seashells did 
          they find together?

                       5.
There are 6 pencils in a cup. If 4 
pencils are already on the desk, 
how many more pencils should be 
         added to fill the cup?

                         6. 
  There are 9 candies on a plate. 
Timmy eats 2 candies. How many 
  candies are left on the plate? 

Show the problems on a ten frame.
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Name: 

                           1.
  There are 9 flowers in a garden. 6 
  of them are red, and the rest are 
   yellow. How many yellow flowers 
                    are there?

                          2.
  There are 10 chocolates in a box. 
    If you take away 7, how many 
              chocolates are left? 

                         3.
  There are 4 red balloons, 5 blue 
balloons, and 2 yellow balloons. How 
  many balloons are there in total?

                          4.
There are 5 butterflies fluttering 
around a garden with 9 flowers. If 
  each butterfly lands on a flower, 
  how many flowers will be empty?

                       5.
In one jar, there are 6 marbles. In 
 another jar, there are 9 marbles. 
    Which jar has more marbles?

                         6. 
 There are 5 stars on a ten frame. 
   If the frame can hold 10 stars, 
how many more stars can be added 
                    to fill it?

Show the problems on a ten frame.
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